By PHOTO COLOR 2,1:56.2; 3,1:56; 1:55 ($53,690) by SJ’s Photo 1:53. 6 wins. At 2, winner Campbellville S. (elim.); second in Hayes Memorial. At 3, second in Charles Singer Series (leg) at The Meadowlands.

Photo Color’s oldest foals are three-year-olds in 2011 including GJ PHOTO VICTORY 3,1:55, SH’S Photo 1:53, etc. 2011 two-year-olds include R LITTLE FELICIA 2,02:04.3.

1st Dam
COUNSELOR HALL 2,02:03.3f; 3,1:58.4 ($8,575) by Esquire Spur 3,1:56f. 1 win. At 2, race timed 2:01.2. At 3, race timed 1:57.4. Dam of 6 of racing age including a 3-year-old, 4 raced, 3 winners. Dam of:

CARMEN HALL 2,2:00; 3,1:58.4 (m, Conway Hall) ($129,437); 5 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Arden Downs S., Reynolds Memorial and NYSS at Saratoga; second in NYSS at Monticello; third in NYSS at Saratoga. At 3, winner NYSS at Monticello; second; in John Simpson S., NYSS at Goshen and Monticello and NYSS at Tioga Downs; third in NYSS at Buffalo. Dam of CASHAHOLIC 2,2:02.3f, etc.

CARLINE HALL 3,1:59.4f; 4,1:56.2 (h, Balanced Image) ($27,141). 4 wins. Undefeated at 3. 2nd Dam
THERAPIST 2,02:04.2 ($6,965) by Armbro Goal 3,1:54.3. At 2, second in KYSS at Riverside Downs; race timed 2:07.2. At 3, race timed 2:01.1. From 4 foals, dam of:

COUNSELOR HALL 2,02:03.3f; 3,1:58.4 (m, Esquire Spur) ($8,579). 1 win. As above.

3rd Dam
PSYCHO 2,2:03.3h ($113,697) by Nevele Diamond 3,1:58.3. 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, earnings of $110,385; winner Reynolds Memorial, Batavia Filly S., NYSS; second in 4 NYSS; third in elim./Final Champlain S., Acon S., Merrie Annabelle Cons.; race timed 1:59.4. Dam of 7 foals, 3 winners. Dam of:

PSYCHODYNAMIC 2,1:59.2; 3,1:57.1 (g, Cumin) ($67,677). 13 wins. At 2, winner NJSS Cons. At 3, winner Final Horsemanship Futurity, Tompkins-Gaern S. and 2 legs Mounds Series at Hoosier Park; third in Final Mounds Series and Townsend Ackerman T.

Psychic Power (m, Power Seat) ($14,115). At 2, second in KYSS; in Hoosier Futurity; race timed 2:00.1. Dam of MINPOWER 4,1:56.2f ($208,779) and SPIRIT OF THE LAW 2,2:02h ($112,055).

Baltic Psychic (m, Baltic Speed) ($5,178). At 3, third in Budahn Trot at Canterbury; race timed 2:01.1. Dam of PSYCHIC IMAGE 2,2:00.3.

Psychemetrist (m, Armbro Goal). Dam of MY PRINCE 4,1:58.3h ($55,278).

Psychologist (m, Royal Prestige). Dam of PANVETTISE 1:58.3 ($195,964), BRIEFCASE 3,01:59.2, etc. Granddam of COUCH DOCTOR 1:53.1-Europe ($531,800), PSYCHIC SPIRIT 4,1:54.1 ($311,126) and ALMOND JOY 2,2:00.

4th Dam
STELLA 2,02:03.2 ($32,140) by Speedy Crown 3,1:57.1. 1 win. At 2, winner Acron S.; second in Merrie Annabelle Trot, Battle of Saratoga, Breeders Filly S. and PASS; third in Nancy Hanks Trot and PASS. Dam of 10 foals, 8 winners, including:

GLENMORGANIE 2,02:02.2; 3,01:56.1 (h, Super Bowl) ($260,902). 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, earnings of $214,456; second in elim. and $526,000 Final of Peter Haughton Memorial, American National S., heat and Final of Review Futurity and PASS; fourth in $300,000 Breeders Crown; race timed 1:57.4. At 3, winner Review Futurity (elim.); second in Final; third in PASS.

HEAD HUNTER 2,12:01.2; 3,71:57 (m, Bonefish) ($189,242). 4 wins. At 2, winner KYSS; third in American National S. and Hoosier Futurity. At 3, winner Simcoe S. and Batavia Filly S.; second in Hudson Filly Trot and Debut Series; third in Final Filly World Trotting Derby. Coaching Club Oaks, Breeders Filly S., Final of Review Futurity and Cradle of Liberty Trot. Dam of BOSPHORUS 3,1:54.4 ($640,000) and SUPERB FORCE 3,1:59-

GLOBAL CONFESSION 3,01:59.4 (m, Pine Chip) ($33,158). At 2, second in Reynolds Memorial; third in $484,800 Final of Merrie Annabelle Trot; race timed 1:59. At 3, second in Elegantimage S. (elim.); third in KYSS at Lexington; race timed 1:56.1.

DANCING DERVISH 2,02:03.2h; 3,01:11 (m, Nevele Diamond) ($300,000). 11 wins and $228,065 in the U.S. At 2, winner heat Ohio Standardbred S. and NYSS; second in Final Ohio Standardbred S. and 2 NYSS; third in Bluegrass S., Lexington Filly S. and 3 NYSS; race timed 1:58.3. At 3, winner of Currie & Ives Trot, Buckette and 2 NYSS; second in Hudson Filly Trot and 3 NYSS; third in Currie & Ives Trot, heat of Lexington Filly S. and Filly Zweig Memorial; race timed 1:57.4. Granddam of GOLDEN SHOES 1:58.3-Europe ($180,133).

Dial Nile 2,02:03.3f; 3,02:01.4f (m, Super Bowl) ($15,395). 5 wins. Dam of DIRECT DIAL 3,02:00.11 ($102,074) and WIRELESS IMAGE 3,02:00h.

ENGAGEMENTS
Ill. Conceived & Foaled - Downstate Classic - Super Sale